
write WALLS (dryerasewallcovering)

installation instructions 

material review 
- Arrange rolls in number sequence starting with the highest

Measure wall and determine location of first strip of material (usually horizontal at 30" from floor and spanning 
average of 20 feet). Once first strip is installed, please stand back and inspect. If any material or installation issues 
are visible or arise, please call your distributor for further instruction before proceeding. 

NOTE: Manufacturer liability for product and labour is limited to the replacement of the initial strip only. 

preparation of surface 

- If substrate mildew exists, remove with chlorine bleach.

- If walls are greasy, wash with ammonia rinse and let dry.

- Install only Oller properly prepared, smooth, dry, and uniform in colour surfaces. Any surface imperfections such 
as nail holes, nicks and gouges must be filled with drywall compound, sanded and sealed. Also, any pen, ink or 
other stains or inks must be cleaned off and sealed with a stain blocking latex primer/sealer, to prevent 
shadowing through the product.

drywall 
- For all dry erase product applications, a level 5 finish is preferred and will yield best results. 

- The minimum gypsum board finish level is 4 as published by the Gypsum Association.

- Allow newly mudded areas to dry fully before priming (moisture content should not exceed 5% when checked 
with a moisture meter). 

- Follow with a quality pigmented acrylic wallcovering primer such as Roman or equal. 

- If brush marks or stippling are visible after priming, these must be sanded smooth.

previously painted surfaces 
- Check existing painted surface for paint integrity and adhesion using a wet sponge, wipe vigourously to ensure 
none of the paint is wiping off. 

- If the paint is wiping off to any degree then it must first be removed with ammonia, then washed.

- Allow surface to dry and then prime with a pigmented, acrylic wallcovering primer. (see above: Preparation of 
Surface). Roman or equal recommended.

- For chalk/marker boards and other surfaces, there may be "show through" due to the limited and varying am .mt 
of opacity of each type of dry erase wallcovering (magnetic has greatest opacity). Please use a good quality white 
acrylic primer. Roman or equal recommended.




